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Abstract—A comprehensive system that is used to invert the geophysical products from microwave measurements has recently been developed. This system, known as the Microwave Integrated Retrieval System (MiRS), ensures that the final solution is consistent with the measurements and, when used as input to the forward operator, fits them to within the instrument noise levels. In the presence of precipitation, this variational algorithm retrieves a set of hydrometeor products consisting of cloud liquid water, ice water, and rain water content profiles. This paper presents the development and assessment of the MiRS rainfall rate that is derived based on a predetermined relationship of the rainfall with these hydrometeor products. Since this relationship relies on the geophysical products retrieved by the MiRS as inputs and not on sensor-dependent parameters, the technique is suitable for all microwave sensors to which the MiRS is applied. This precipitation technique has been designed to facilitate its transition from research to operations when applied to current and future satellite-based sensors. Currently, the MiRS rainfall rate technique has been implemented operationally at the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) for the NOAA-18, NOAA-19, Metop-A Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit, and Microwave Humidity Sensor, as well as for the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)-F16 and DMSP-F18 Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder microwave satellite sensors. For the validation of the MiRS rainfall rate technique, extensive comparisons with state-of-the-art precipitation products derived from rain gauge, ground-based radar, and satellite-based microwave observations are presented for different regions and seasons, and over land and ocean. The MiRS rainfall rate technique is shown to estimate precipitation, with a skill comparable to other satellite-based microwave precipitation algorithms, including the MSPPS, 3B40RT, and MWCOMB, while showing no discontinuities at coasts. This is a relevant result, considering that the MiRS is a system not merely designed to retrieve the rainfall rate but to consistently estimate a comprehensive set of atmospheric and surface parameters from microwave measurements.

Index Terms—Microwave radiometry, rain, remote sensing, satellites.

I. INTRODUCTION

M EASUREMENTS of precipitation on different time and space scales are essential for a variety of research areas that provide an inherent benefit to human society as well as contribute to improved understanding of the global ecological system. The release of latent heat by precipitation represents the major source of energy for atmospheric circulation systems and plays a key role in the formation of destructive storms such as tropical cyclones and severe thunderstorms. In this respect, precipitation observations provide significant information about the water cycle and the distribution of the Earth’s latent heating that can be used to improve the forecast of severe events and to provide valuable information for disaster mitigation.

Due to the large variability of the precipitation in time and space, precipitation is one of the most difficult atmospheric parameters to measure. Currently, accurate precipitation measurements rely on rain gauges and ground-based radar observations. One of the major disadvantages of these precipitation measurements is related to their intrinsic spatial and temporal sampling characteristics. For example, unless they are deployed in a dense network, rain gauges are point measurements that cannot provide rain measurements representative over larger regions. Moreover, rain gauges and ground-based radars can only cover a small portion of the global land areas and are generally unable to be deployed over ocean surfaces. In recent years, satellite-based sensors and systems have also shown their capability to obtain reliable precipitation measurements on a global scale, including both land and ocean surfaces. These measurements have contributed to improvements in precipitation observations, which, in turn, have led to an enhancement in the knowledge and understanding of hydrological processes and global energy budget.

In this paper, we present a new method for precipitation estimation over land and ocean surfaces based on a variational inversion system that, first, directly retrieves a relatively complete geophysical state, including the hydrometeor profiles, and, subsequently, the associated surface rainfall rate.

II. SATELLITE-BASED PRECIPITATION ESTIMATES

A. Overview of the Satellite-Based Retrieval Algorithms

The development of precipitation estimation techniques from satellite-based observations was initiated with the advent of
meteorological satellites during the 1970s. Since then, the use of meteorological satellites to estimate precipitation has increased significantly, particularly in the last decades, mainly due to the increased number of specialized precipitation satellite missions, such as the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) that is designed to monitor and study tropical rainfall [1], and the development and improvement of the communication infrastructure, which has allowed meteorological centers to more easily receive and process data from multiple satellite platforms.

The first satellite-based precipitation estimation techniques used visible or infrared (IR) observations to estimate precipitation intensity from the visible reflectivity of the clouds and cloud top temperature, as is the case of one of the early techniques reported in [2]. One of the major advantages of the satellite-based IR precipitation techniques is associated with its relatively high temporal and spatial resolution. However, visible or IR-based precipitation techniques tend to have large uncertainties, particularly for short-term or instantaneous estimates of precipitation, due to the weak relationship found between the cloud properties observed (e.g., cloud top temperature and reflectivity) and precipitation. On the other hand, due to the successful deployment of passive microwave sensors on polar-orbiting satellites, precipitation estimates based on microwave observations became available soon after the development of the IR precipitation techniques, representing a significant advancement in the measurement of the precipitation fields. Microwave-based methods provide more accurate precipitation estimates due to the strong physical relationship that exists between atmospheric microwave observations and precipitation. A comprehensive study of the various algorithms for the retrieval of rainfall from passive microwave measurements from the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSMI/I) is presented in [3]. In [4], a regression-based algorithm based on the ice water path (IWP) and a rain type classification is used to estimate the precipitation over ocean and land surfaces. Examples of the physical inversion-based precipitation algorithms can be found in [5] and [6]. Recently, the development of a global precipitation retrieval algorithm for the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU) is presented in [7]. The performance of this paper relies on physical models, including the Goddard cloud resolving physics model and the fifth-generation Pennsylvania State University and the National Center for Atmospheric Research Mesoscale Model (MM5).

The first results describing a successful method that combines satellite-based passive microwave and IR observations to estimate precipitation are reported in [8]. The strength of the method based on the synergy of the microwave and IR observations to estimate precipitation relies on the efficient use of the high spatial and temporal resolution (important in capturing the patterns of the highly variable precipitation) associated with the IR observations and the strong relationship found between the measured radiances and precipitation obtained from the microwave observations. Some examples of works related to the development of techniques based on both the IR and microwave observations to estimate precipitation include the Climate Prediction Center morphing method [9], the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) blended data technique [10], the TRMM Multisatellite Precipitation Analysis [11], and the Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation Kalman filter-based (GSMaP_MVK) method [12]. As a consequence of these developments, several satellite-based rainfall products are now available in near real time, providing the distributions of the rainfall rate on a global scale.

Significant efforts to evaluate the performance of satellite precipitation retrieval algorithms have led to the implementation of intercomparison programs such as the Global Precipitation Climatology Project [13], [14], the WetNet Precipitation Intercomparison Project [15]–[17], the International Precipitation Working Group (IPWG) [18], and the Program for the Evaluation of High-Resolution Precipitation Products [19] that was conceived as a broader formalization of the existing IPWG validation effort. These studies have contributed to the improvement of existing precipitation retrieval algorithms, making them more robust and sophisticated.

### B. Satellite-Based Passive Microwave Retrieval Algorithms

Most current precipitation algorithms based on passive microwave observations derive surface rain rates from measured brightness temperatures using different schemes, including statistical deterministic, quasi-physical deterministic, physical deterministic, and physical inversion profile techniques. Of these techniques, the first two require an empirical calibration with respect to a precipitation reference, such as rain gauges or weather radars. Additionally, the first technique is based on regression schemes, while the other techniques are based on radiative transfer (RT) modeling. For the particular case of the physical inversion profile technique, an adjustment of the value of the surface precipitation is generally performed until the calculated brightness temperatures from a forward RT model are consistent with the measured brightness temperatures. The precipitation estimation technique presented in this paper relies mainly on a physical-based retrieval system to first retrieve cloud liquid water (CLW) and rain and ice water that, later on, are used as predictors to estimate the rainfall rate using a linear regression scheme.

The capability of current satellite-based precipitation algorithms to retrieve precipitation from measured brightness temperatures depends highly on the appropriate selection of the channels to be used. For example, channels at frequencies near or below 37 GHz, often referred to as emission channels, measure precipitation mainly due to the energy emitted by raindrops. The brightness temperatures at this frequency are somewhat less affected by scattering related to ice particles when compared to higher frequencies. On the other hand, the brightness temperatures observed near 85 GHz, which are also sensitive to pure emission processes, are also more highly affected by scattering of radiation due to ice particles (if they exist) above the freezing level.

The development of new satellite-based microwave sensors, planned as part of future missions, will utilize new and more channels [20]–[22]. New rainfall rate algorithms need to be implemented in order to take advantage of the
enhanced design of new microwave sensors. In this regard, the implementation of a precipitation algorithm that does not highly depend on a set of specific channels has certain advantages, particularly when the algorithm is intended to be applied to multiple satellite platforms and sensors that have been designed using different architectures. The necessity of a generic precipitation estimation algorithm that can facilitate its transition from research to operations and can potentially be applied on current and future sensors has motivated the development of the precipitation algorithm presented in this paper.

III. MiRS

A. Overview of the MiRS

The Microwave Integrated Retrieval System (MiRS) is a physically based retrieval system that uses a 1-D variational (1-DVAR) retrieval scheme to solve simultaneously for surface and atmospheric parameters, including hydrometeors [23], [24]. The MiRS system is an iterative physical inversion system that inverts the RT equation by simultaneously finding radiometrically appropriate profiles of temperature, water vapor, liquid cloud, and hydrometeors, as well as the surface emissivity spectrum and skin temperature. The addition of the emissivity spectrum in the state vector makes the system applicable globally, with the only differences between land, ocean, sea-ice, and snow backgrounds residing in the mean values and covariance matrix chosen to spectrally constrain the emissivity. Moreover, the inclusion of the cloud and hydrometeor parameters within the state vector makes the inversion of the cloudy and rainy radiances possible, therefore providing an all-weather capability to the system. By performing simple vertical integration, the retrieved hydrometeor profiles are used to compute the CLW path (CLWP), IWP, and rain water path (RWP). In an additional postprocessing step, other products are derived, e.g., the surface rainfall rate based on the hydrometeor parameters (the focus of this paper) or the surface snow and ice properties that are based on the retrieved surface emissivity vector.

The MiRS system was implemented operationally for the first time at the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in 2007 for the NOAA-18 satellite. Since then, the MiRS has been applied operationally for NOAA-19, Metop-A AMSU and Microwave Humidity Sensor (MHS), Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) F16 SSM/I/Sounder (SSMIS), and, most recently, DMSP-F18 SSMI/S.

B. 1-DVAR Approach

In general, given a priori or background information on the atmosphere and surface, a set of observed brightness temperatures, and a forward operator that is capable of simulating brightness temperatures based on the specification of the atmospheric state, a 1-DVAR retrieval algorithm is able to combine this information to determine the best estimate of the state of the atmosphere [25]. The iterative process of the 1-DVAR inversion scheme employed by the MiRS aims at minimizing the cost function $J(X)$, which is given as

$$J(X) = \frac{1}{2} (X - X_0)^T B^{-1} (X - X_0) + \frac{1}{2} (Y^m - Y(X))^T E^{-1} (Y^m - Y(X))$$

(1)

where $X$ in the first term on the right of (1) is the retrieved state vector, and the term itself represents the penalty for departing from the background $X_0$, weighted by the error covariance matrix $B$. The second term in (1) represents the penalty for the simulated radiances $Y$ departing from the observed radiances $Y^m$, weighted by instrument and modeling errors $E$. The minimization of $J(X)$ is also the basis for variational analysis retrieval. The solution that minimizes this two-term cost function is sometimes referred to as a constrained solution and is given as follows:

$$\Delta X_{n+1} = \left\{ BK_n^T (K_n BK_n^T + E)^{-1} \right\} \times [(Y^m - Y(X_n)) + K_n \Delta X_n]$$

(2)

where $\Delta X$ is the updated state vector at iteration $n + 1$ and $K$ is the matrix of Jacobians which contain the sensitivity of $X$ (parameters to retrieve) to the radiances. The geophysical vector $X$ is retrieved as one entity, including the temperature, moisture, and atmospheric hydrometeor profiles, as well as skin surface temperature and surface emissivity vector, ensuring a consistent solution that fits the radiances. The covariance matrix $B$ is composed of atmospheric, hydrometeor, and surface components to account for natural correlations that exist between these parameters. The MiRS uses the community RT model (CRTM) [26], [27] as the forward and adjoint operator. The CRTM is able to simulate the multiple scattering effects due to ice, rain, snow, graupel, and CLW at all microwave frequencies and is able to generate the corresponding Jacobians for all atmospheric and surface parameters. The CRTM is valid in clear, cloudy, and precipitating conditions. In the MiRS, the radiances are bias corrected before being ingested to the system. This correction removes potential inconsistencies between measurements and simulated brightness temperatures. The simulated radiances in this case use the CRTM forward model and inputs from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts global analyses, interpolated in time and space to the specific locations of the measurements.

After the 1-DVAR step is performed, a number of primary products are generated. Those products are the surface (skin temperature and emissivity spectrum), atmospheric (temperature and humidity profile), cloud, and hydrometeor (rain and ice water profiles) parameters that most directly impact the brightness temperatures. These MiRS core products are translated into derived products via the following two mechanisms: 1) a vertical integration procedure, which is used to derive products such as the total precipitable water, CLWP, RWP, and IWP and 2) the postprocessing procedures, which are used to generate the sea-ice concentration over sea ice, snow water equivalent over snow-covered land from the emissivity spectrum, and
surface rainfall rate from the retrieved hydrometeor amounts. With respect to the hydrometeors over the ocean, the MiRS geophysical products are retrieved using two attempts of the inversion process. Over the ocean, the first attempt assumes that there are no absorption or scattering effects of larger hydrometeors (i.e., RWP and IWP, with CLW as the only retrievable hydrometeor. The second attempt, which is performed only in the case of nonconvergence of the first attempt, assumes precipitating conditions (with rain and ice) but with no CLW. Over land, due to the lower radiometric sensitivity to hydrometeors over the higher emissivity surface, CLW is not retrieved, with RWP and IWP added during the second attempt.

C. Description of the MiRS Rainfall Rate Postprocessing Technique

The MiRS rainfall rate postprocessing is a precipitation estimation technique based on the MiRS hydrometeor products, including CLW, ice water, and RWP. The MiRS precipitation estimation technique takes advantage of the physical relationship found between atmospheric hydrometeor amounts and surface rainfall rate. Previous work has reported the use of a relationship between IWP and surface rainfall rate to derive surface precipitation fields over ocean and land surfaces [4], [28]. As presented in (3), the rainfall rate technique presented in this paper uses a multilinear regression approach that requires CLWP, IWP, and RWP (given in millimeters) and a set of regression coefficients corresponding to each hydrometeor in order to retrieve the instantaneous rainfall rate (in millimeters per hour). During the development of the proposed technique, it was found that RWP and IWP were the two hydrometeors that maintained the largest correlation with respect to the surface rain rate. In essence, the MiRS precipitation technique estimates the surface rainfall rate by capturing signatures from both energy emitted (and scattered in the case of rain) by cloud liquid and raindrops (through the use of CLWP and RWP) and energy mainly scattered by ice particles (by means of the IWP)

\[
RR = a_0 + a_1 CLWP + a_2 RWP + a_3 IWP. \tag{3}
\]

In (3), RR is the estimated surface precipitation (given in millimeters per hour), and \(a_0, a_1, a_2, \) and \(a_3\) are a set of predefined regression coefficients. The regression coefficients are static components in the relationship presented in (3). Those coefficients have been determined based on an offline training using collocated sets of rainfall rate and hydrometeors both coming from the fifth-generation Pennsylvania State University and the National Center for Atmospheric Research Mesoscale Model (MM5) [29] data for the ocean surface type. For the land surface type, the regression coefficients have been derived using the surface rainfall rate retrieved by the operational Microwave Surface and Precipitation Products System (MSPPS) [4] and the hydrometeors retrieved by the MiRS. For the computation of the regression coefficients, precipitation cases during the warm and winter seasons were selected in order to provide information over different seasons to the regression coefficients. For the evaluation of the estimated rainfall rate based on (3), statistical comparisons against the MM5 rainfall rate and MSPPS precipitation estimate were performed. Table I provides the statistical information about the quality of the estimated rainfall rates with respect to the precipitation references used during the training process.

As described in (4) and (5), two relationships are used to compute the MiRS surface rainfall rate over the ocean and land. From these equations, it is possible to observe that IWP has a significant contribution to the estimation of precipitation over land, while the RWP contribution is dominant over the ocean surface. Since the MiRS does not retrieve CLW over the land surfaces, only RWP and IWP were used as predictors to estimate the surface rainfall rate over land

\[
RR_{\text{ocean}} = 0.274 + 2.202 \text{ CLWP} + 5.329 \text{ RWP} - 0.302 \text{ IWP}\tag{4}
\]

\[
RR_{\text{land}} = -0.0264 + 9.742 \text{ RWP} + 12.036 \text{ IWP}. \tag{5}
\]

The MiRS rainfall rate is only computed if the RWP and IWP are greater than 0.005 mm. For the ocean case, a CLWP threshold of 0.275 mm is being used to determine the presence of precipitation. This result is in agreement with the threshold values reported in [30].

In this paper, the hydrometeors retrieved by the MiRS are used to estimate the surface rainfall rate. Therefore, the quality of the estimated rainfall rate is primarily determined by the quality of the MiRS hydrometeor products, which, in turn, depends on the information content of the measurements. With respect to the quality of the MiRS hydrometeor products, which, in turn, depends on the information content of the measurements. With respect to the quality of the MM5 rainfall rate and MSPPS precipitation estimate that were used to compute the regression coefficients of (4) and (5), results have been reported in previous studies. For example, in [31] and [32], the precipitation forecast...
skill of the MM5 has been evaluated against the rain gauge observations over different seasons, showing bias score values close to one and root-mean-square error (rmse) values ranging from 12 to 25 mm for light precipitation thresholds (3–25 mm) and from 25 to 50 mm for moderate precipitation thresholds (25–50 mm). In addition, studies over convective environments presented in [33] have shown the ability of MM5 to simulate the evolution of convective precipitation, with errors on the order of 1.0 mm/h or less when compared with the rain-gauge-based observations. In the case of the MSPPS precipitation, 48-h comparisons against the Stage IV rainfall product (radar and rain gauge composite) demonstrate that the MSPPS precipitation can achieve a correlation of about 0.8 [4]. In the same study, monthly rainfall comparisons against rain gauge observations over Australia report a correlation of nearly 0.9, a mean absolute error of 65.2 mm, and an rmse value of 89.0 mm.

In the next section, an assessment of the MiRS rainfall rate estimate using a set of different precipitation references over different time scales is presented. Since the MiRS precipitation estimation technique is based on a relationship between hydrometeors, evaluating the quality of the MiRS precipitation estimate is also an indirect method that is used to evaluate the quality of the hydrometeors retrieved by the MiRS (a more direct evaluation in terms of probability distributions is presented in Section IV-E).

IV. ASSESSMENT OF THE PRECIPITATION ESTIMATION TECHNIQUE

Precipitation is one of the most difficult parameters to assess due to the lack of a precipitation standard reference. In order to assess the performance of the rainfall rate estimation technique presented in this paper, extensive comparisons with respect to precipitation products derived from rain gauges, combined rain gauge and radar observations, and satellite-based microwave observations have been carried out over the ocean and land surfaces. Since the developed precipitation technique depends on the hydrometeor products derived by the MiRS system and since it is actually embedded as part of this system, the precipitation technique presented in this paper will be referred to as the MiRS rainfall rate estimation algorithm or technique. The assessment of the MiRS rainfall rate estimation algorithm is primarily performed through comparisons with the following: 1) the hourly National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Stage IV precipitation that uses combined rain gauge and radar observations; 2) the instantaneous rainfall rate derived from the satellite-based TRMM-2A12 precipitation product; 3) the daily precipitation composites derived from rain gauge and radar observations as part of the external and independent validation performed by the IPWG; 4) the Operational Microwave Surface and Precipitation System (MSPPS) rainfall rate product; and 5) the frequency distribution histograms of TRMM-2A12 and the Weather Research Forecast (WRF) model rainfall rate.

The MiRS precipitation estimation algorithm is an operational algorithm that has been applied to AMSU and MHS sensors onboard NOAA-18, NOAA-19, and Metop-A, as well as to SSMI/S onboard DMSP-F16 and DMSP-F18. For the NOAA-18, NOAA-19, and Metop-A cases, the precipitation estimates are being produced at the AMSU-A resolution (approximately 50 km at nadir) [34], while for the DMSP-F16 and DMSP-F18 cases, the MiRS precipitation products are being generated at the Upper Atmospheric Sounding channel resolution of about 75 km [35]. These spatial resolution differences, as well as the different temporal coverage and quality of the observations, must be accounted when comparing the performances of the MiRS precipitation estimation products, particularly for the results presented in Sections IV-A and B. Here, it is important to mention that the MiRS has the ability to produce precipitation estimates at higher resolutions, such as at MHS and SSMI/S Imaging channel resolutions (approximately 15 and 12.5 km, respectively), limited only by available computational resources.

A. Assessment Using the NCEP Stage IV Precipitation Product

The hourly NCEP Stage IV precipitation analysis has been used as a reference for the assessment and evaluation of the MiRS rainfall rate technique. Produced by the 12 River Forecast Centers over the Continental U.S. (CONUS), the NCEP Stage IV product is a 4-km resolution precipitation analysis derived from hourly radar precipitation estimates and hourly rain gauge data [36]. The Stage IV precipitation analysis product is much more of an integrated hourly estimate, while the satellite-based MiRS precipitation estimation products represent an instantaneous observation. Because of that, during the comparison, it has been assumed that the Stage IV rainfall rate is a constant amount for an entire hour and is compared with the MiRS precipitation estimates that had occurred within that hour. The comparison has been carried out over all satellite-based sensors where the MiRS precipitation technique has been applied operationally. Comparisons between the Stage IV precipitation analysis and MiRS precipitation estimates have been performed over land surfaces since late October 2009. Results corresponding to the MiRS DMSP-F18 precipitation estimate are only valid after the beginning of March 2010, which is the time when DMSP-F18 observations became available. Fig. 1 shows the performance of the MiRS precipitation estimation products based on daily time–space matchups with the Stage IV precipitation analysis product, observed from the end of August 2009 to May 2010. In this comparison, the time and space collocation thresholds were set to 3 min and 25 km, respectively, for the NOAA-18, NOAA-19, and Metop-A AMSU/MHS cases and 3 min and 37.5 km for the DMSP-F16 and DMSP-F18 SSMI/S cases. During the collocation procedure, the colocated Stage IV pixels were averaged within the satellite footprint. Statistics were computed for ten-day periods in order to result in reasonably stable statistics. In addition, the time series of the probability of detection, false alarm rate and Heidke skill score have been produced using a precipitation threshold of 0.5 mm/h. For the computation of the bias, correlation and rmse, values of rainfall rate equal to zero mm/h were included.

When analyzing the bias values in Fig. 1(a), it is clear that all of the MiRS precipitation products consistently have values
Fig. 1. Time series of the (a) bias, (b) correlation, (c) probability of detection, (d) false alarm rate, (e) Heidke skill score, (f) rmse, (g) average of the observed Stage IV rainfall rate, and (h) number of collocated pixels computed over ten-day periods for MiRS precipitation estimation products, including NOAA-18 (N18), NOAA-19 (N19), Metop-A, DMSP-F16 (F16), and DMSP-F18 (F18), when compared against the NCEP Stage IV precipitation product.
close to zero (a positive bias denotes that the precipitation estimation product is greater than the precipitation reference), with a typical variation that is no larger than $\pm 0.05$ mm/h. The bias results reported in Fig. 1(a) show that, most of the time, the MiRS precipitation products detect slightly lower precipitation values than the values of the Stage IV precipitation. In terms of correlation, different performances are observed during the comparison period, as shown in Fig. 1(b). For example, before November 2009, correlation values above 0.55 are observed. However, after November 2009 and before April 2009, the correlation values range from 0.30 to 0.50, having minimum values at the beginning of both November 2009 and January 2010. Moreover, approximately after April 2010, the correlation has consistently increased to values above 0.50. Based on these results, it can be noted that the lowest correlations in the MiRS precipitation products occur during the winter season, and larger correlation values are observed during the warm season.

With respect to the contingency-table-based probability of detection (which measures the fraction of observed precipitation events as defined by the reference that were detected correctly) shown in Fig. 1(c), similar variations to those observed for correlation have been detected. For example, before November 2009 and after April 2010, the probability of detection shows a good performance, with values typically larger than 0.40. On the other hand, values of probability of detection varying between 0.20 and 0.40 are observed between November 2009 and March 2010. In addition to the probability of detection, we analyze the false alarm rate which provides insight about the fraction of retrieved precipitation events that were incorrect (no precipitation as defined by the reference). By observing the time series of the false alarm rate in Fig. 1(d), it is noted that, over the entire comparison period, among the cases where the Stage IV precipitation product observes nonprecipitation conditions, the MiRS estimates rainy conditions in less than 2%. We also compute the Heidke skill score or fraction of correct forecasts after eliminating those forecasts, which would be correct due purely to random chance. In Fig. 1(e), it is observed that the lowest performance of the precipitation estimates occurs during the November 2009 and March 2010 period (winter season), but an improvement is observed before November 2009 and after April 2010, with values above 0.40.

Analyzing the average magnitude of the forecast errors, by observing the rmse in Fig. 1(f), those results let us see that the lowest values of rmse occur near the beginning of November 2009 and January 2010, which are the periods when the correlation, probability of detection, false alarm rate, and Heidke skill score report the lowest performance. During the comparison period, the MiRS rainfall rate estimation products report similar rmse values, with variations varying from 0.10 to 0.60 mm/h. For reference purposes, the average of the Stage IV rainfall rate is also shown in Fig. 1(g). From this result, it is possible to identify that, in general, the lowest performance of the MiRS precipitation technique occurs when the lowest amount of precipitation is observed by the Stage IV precipitation product. Similar to other satellite-based precipitation estimation techniques, the MiRS precipitation estimation technique has difficulties in detecting low amounts of rainfall over land, which is commonly found during the winter season and is typically associated with nonconvective low level clouds. In addition, a strong correlation between the rmse value and the averaged observed precipitation from Stage IV is found. The larger the averaged observed precipitation is, the bigger is the rmse value. This result is in line with the results reported in [37], where a study about the expected root-mean-square random error associated with the space–time average precipitation estimates is reported. In Fig. 1(h), the number of collocation pixels associated with each of the MiRS precipitation estimation products is also presented. The number of time–space matchups found is typically larger than 2000. From this result, no clear relationship is observed between the number of time–space matchups and the performance of the MiRS precipitation products.

The results reported in Fig. 1 have shown that the MiRS precipitation estimation technique performed better during the warm season than during the cool season. These results are in agreement with previous studies that have demonstrated the higher performance of the satellite-based microwave precipitation estimates during the summer season [18]. With respect to the individual performance of the five MiRS precipitation products evaluated in this section, it is observed that no single precipitation product consistently outperforms any other. Although the MiRS precipitation estimation products used in this comparison have been derived from observations performed with different microwave sensors, it is remarkable to note the similarity in their performances, particularly those precipitation products that have similar spatial resolution. These results are important and establish confidence as to the applicability of the MiRS precipitation estimation algorithm on multiple satellite-based microwave sensors, without degrading the quality of the precipitation product.

B. Assessment Using the TRMM-2A12 Precipitation Product

The TRMM-2A12 surface rainfall product is a mature precipitation product that relies on observations from the TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) sensor [1]. The generation of the TRMM-2A12 precipitation, which is given in millimeters per hour, is based on an algorithm that uses a Bayesian approach to match the observed multichannel brightness temperatures to the simulated hydrometeors provided in a preexisting database. Since mid-September 2009, time and space collocations between the TRMM-2A12 version 6.0 precipitation and the MiRS precipitation products, including NOAA-18, NOAA-19, Metop-A, DMSP-F16, and DMSP-F18, have been performed on a daily basis. For the comparisons, 3 min and 25 km were used as the time and space collocation thresholds, respectively, for the NOAA-18, NOAA-19, and Metop-A AMSU/MHS cases. For the F16 and F18 SSM/I/S, 3 min and 37.5 km were used as the time and space collocation thresholds. Fig. 2 shows the performance of the MiRS precipitation estimation products when the satellite-derived TRMM-2A12 rainfall product is used as a precipitation reference. The comparisons presented here have been carried out mainly over ocean surfaces. One difference with respect to the NCEP Stage IV comparison presented in the previous section is that both the TRMM-2A12 and MiRS precipitation products correspond to instantaneous
Fig. 2. Time series of the (a) bias, (b) correlation, (c) probability of detection, (d) false alarm rate, (e) Heidke skill score, (f) rmse, (g) average of the observed TRMM-2A12 rainfall rate, and (h) number of collocated pixels computed over 15-day periods for the MiRS precipitation estimation products, including NOAA-18 (N18), NOAA-19 (N19), Metop-A, DMSP-F16 (F16), and DMSP-F18 (F18), when compared against the TRMM-2A12 surface rainfall rate over the ocean.
observations. Time–space matchups were not found regularly from day to day. This, along with the intrinsic variability of precipitation, tends to generate large variability in the computed statistics. In order to generate more stable statistics, comparisons were performed for 15-day periods. The time series of the probability of detection, false alarm rate and Heidke skill score shown in Fig. 2 have been produced using a precipitation threshold of 0.5 mm/h. On the other hand, values of rainfall rate equal to zero mm/h were accounted for the computation of the bias, correlation and rmse. The MiRS DMSP-F18 precipitation product has been the most recent precipitation product generated using the MiRS rainfall rate algorithm. Because of that, the MiRS DMSP-F18 precipitation was included in this assessment just after mid-March 2009, as shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, the performance of the MiRS precipitation products against the TRMM-2A12 rainfall rate is reported. Bias values about zero are observed over the entire comparison period, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The variability of the bias typically oscillates between ±0.05 mm/h. With respect to the correlation performance shown in Fig. 2(b), values from 0.60 to 0.80 are commonly found for all MiRS precipitation estimates. These results suggest a strong relationship between the TRMM-2A12 and the MiRS rainfall rate. Close to the beginning of November 2009, the MiRS NOAA-18 precipitation shows a low correlation of about 0.35. Apart from this case, the MiRS NOAA-18 precipitation has shown correlation values near 0.60. In the case of the time series of probability of detection shown in Fig. 2(c), we can observe that most of the MiRS precipitation products have values varying from 0.60 to 0.80. The lowest probabilities of detection observed in Fig. 2(c) correspond to the MiRS NOAA-18 precipitation occurring close to the beginning of November 2009, with a value of about 0.35, and to the MiRS Metop-A, found near the beginning of April 2010, with a value of about 0.30. The MiRS Metop-A precipitation shows the higher variability in the probability of detection, particularly during March 2010 to April 2010, which corresponds approximately to the transition between the cool and warm seasons. Apart from that, no clear seasonal dependence is observed in the probability of detection performance, while similar detection capabilities are found among the MiRS precipitation estimation products. In principle, no significant seasonal dependence is expected in the performance of the MiRS precipitation estimation products since the comparison is being performed mainly over the tropical oceans.

With respect to the false alarm rate performance reported in Fig. 2(d), the MiRS precipitation products show similar false alarm rate values, generally below 0.03. This indicates that the MiRS precipitation estimation algorithm forecasts rainy conditions in less than 3% over regions where the TRMM-2A12 precipitation product observes no precipitation. In Fig. 2(e), the Heidke skill score results clearly show similar capabilities of the MiRS precipitation products to correctly detect rainy conditions. Typical Heidke skill scores are found to be between 0.40 and 0.60. The lowest Heidke skill score values correspond to the MiRS NOAA-18 occurring close to the beginning of November 2009. The rmse values reported in Fig. 2(f) show that the average errors of the MiRS precipitation estimates are about 0.30 mm/h. By observing the average rainfall rate of the TRMM-2A12 precipitation product shown in Fig. 2(g), larger values of rmse are related to larger values of average TRMM-2A12 rainfall rate. This result is similar to the one observed in the assessment presented in Section IV-A, where Stage IV precipitation was used as the precipitation reference. In addition, a low performance of the MiRS precipitation products is also found when low rainfall rates are observed. On the other hand, the number of time–space matchups is shown in Fig. 2(h). This result shows that typically more than 400 time–space matchups were found during the comparison period.

The results presented in this section show that the five MiRS precipitation estimation products compare favorably with respect to the TRMM-2A12 precipitation product over the ocean. It has been observed that the various MiRS precipitation estimation products have all shown similar performance when using the TRMM-2A12 precipitation product as a precipitation reference. This result is relevant when considering that the MiRS precipitation estimation products are derived from different satellite-based microwave sensors. The better performance of the MiRS precipitation technique found in this section with respect to the results presented in Section IV-A (over land assessment using NCEP Stage IV) is related to the larger brightness temperature contrast between precipitating and nonprecipitating conditions observed at the microwave emission channels over the ocean than the contrast observed over the land surfaces. However, the fact that the comparison with respect to the Stage IV precipitation is based on the assumption that rainfall rates are constant for an hour must be accounted when comparing the results reported in this section and Section IV-A.

From the comparisons against both the Stage IV precipitation (presented in previous section) and TRMM-2A12 precipitation products, the MiRS DMSP-F18 precipitation estimation product has consistently shown a good performance. A noteworthy aspect of this MiRS precipitation estimation product is that, just a few weeks after the DMSP-F18 data became available, the MiRS DMSP-F18 precipitation estimation product was generated on a daily basis. Recently, this precipitation product was elevated to operational status due to the good quality observed when compared to well-known precipitation references, including rain gauges, rain radars, and satellite-based precipitation products. This result demonstrates the capability of the MiRS precipitation estimation algorithm to be applied operationally in a relatively short period of time while maintaining a high-quality performance.

C. Assessment as Part of the IPWG Validation/Intercomparison

For assessment purposes, the MiRS precipitation composite estimate given in millimeters per day has been generated using the rainfall rate samples (given in millimeters per hour) from three MiRS precipitation estimation products: MiRS NOAA-18, Metop-A, and DMSP-F16. Computed from −60° to 60° latitudes and with a spatial resolution of 0.25°, the daily MiRS precipitation composite has been included as part of the IPWG validation/intercomparison. The IPWG is dedicated to perform large-scale validations
and intercomparisons of daily rainfall estimates from operational and semioperational satellite precipitation estimates against “ground truth” precipitation references based on the rain gauge and/or ground-based radar observations. More information about the IPWG validation/intercomparison can be found at http://cawcr.gov.au/projects/SatRainVal/validation-intercomparison.html.

The IPWG validation/intercomparison has helped algorithm developers in understanding the strengths and weaknesses of the satellite rainfall algorithms, as well as in contributing to their improvement by evaluating the performance of the algorithms on a daily basis over a wide range of weather and climate regimes. The IPWG performs validations of satellite precipitation estimates over Australia, CONUS, South America, Europe, and Japan. Currently, the daily MiRS precipitation composite estimate is being validated over CONUS, South America, and Australia, and its incorporation to other regions is in progress. For the validation over CONUS and South America, the daily MiRS precipitation composite estimate extends from 12:00 UTC to 12:00 UTC, while for the validation over Australia, the MiRS composite extends from 00:00 UTC to 24:00 UTC.

The validation of the precipitation estimates as part of the IPWG validation/intercomparison is based on both quantitative and qualitative comparisons. The qualitative comparisons are performed using maps that allow the evaluation of the satellite rainfall estimates on a case by case basis. Statistics, as well as contingency tables, which contain counts of zeros (no rain analyzed or estimated), false alarms, misses, and hits, are used to perform quantitative comparisons. Examples of the statistics generated as part of the IPWG validation include rmse, correlation, probability of detection, and Heidke skill score. These parameters are used to perform a more complete analysis of the capabilities of the precipitation estimation algorithms. Fig. 3 shows an example of the qualitative and quantitative validation of the MiRS precipitation that is being carried out at the IPWG on a daily basis. As identified in Fig. 3(a), the validation over the CONUS region is being performed using both rain gauge analysis and radar observations. On the other hand, over South America and Australia, only rain gauge analysis is being used for the validation. Over South America, low spatial coverage of the rain gauge analysis has been identified particularly over the Amazon rainforest region, south of Argentina, and Chile. From the table found in the CONUS validation image, shown at the upper right side of Fig. 3(a), the columns identified as G-S and R-S summarize the daily quantitative comparison between the MiRS precipitation composite and the precipitation derived from both rain gauge measurements and
Fig. 4. Time series of the (a) bias, (b) correlation, (c) probability of detection, (d) false alarm rate, (e) Heidke skill score, and (f) rmse for the MiRS, 3B40RT, MSPPS, and MWCOMB precipitation estimation products, as well as rain radar, when compared against the rain gauge observations over the CONUS region as part of the IPWG validation/intercomparison. The time series of the statistics is computed over ten-day periods.

ground-based radar observations, respectively. Similar quantitative comparisons are observed over the South America and Australia validation images. From the three images of the MiRS precipitation shown in Fig. 3, it is possible to identify that the MiRS precipitation estimation algorithm is capable of retrieving precipitation with no discontinuities at the coasts. This is
Fig. 5. Time series of the (a) bias, (b) correlation, (c) probability of detection, (d) false alarm rate, (e) Heidke skill score, and (f) rmse for the MiRS, 3B40RT, MSPPS, and MWCOMB precipitation estimation products, as well as rain gauge, when compared against the rain radar observations over the CONUS region as part of the IPWG validation/intercomparison. The time series of the statistics is computed over ten-day periods.

In order to analyze the performance of the MiRS precipitation estimation algorithm over different latitudes and seasons, the time series of the statistics has been generated over several
months and regions. Figs. 4 and 5 show the time series of the statistics generated from the validation performed over the CONUS region using rain gauges and rain radar observations as ground “truth” precipitation references. For comparison purposes, in Figs. 4 and 5, the performance of other satellite-based microwave precipitation estimation algorithms has been included. Information about the satellite-based microwave precipitation estimation algorithms shown in Figs. 4 and 5 is provided in Table II. Since nonvalid data from the MWCOMB algorithm were found from March 15 to May 13, 2010, no statistics are reported over this period in Figs. 4 and 5. At the IPWG validation/intercomparison, we have also had the opportunity to evaluate the performance of the MiRS precipitation algorithm over South America and Australia for several months. For the South American region, in addition to the MiRS precipitation estimation algorithm, the MSPPS precipitation algorithm is the other microwave-based algorithm that is being validated at the same time. Because of that, only the performance of these two precipitation algorithms will be analyzed. For the Australian region, the MWCOMB and 3B40RT algorithms (see Table II for additional information), as well as the MiRS and MSPPS algorithms, are the microwave-based precipitation estimation algorithms validated as part of the IPWG validation/intercomparison. The time series of the statistics derived from the validation performed over South America and Australia is shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. All of the statistics shown in Figs. 4–7 have been generated using ten-day periods in order to generate stable statistics and with a precipitation threshold of 1.0 mm/day used for the computation of the probability of detection, false alarm rate, and Heidke skill score.

1) Assessment Over the CONUS Region: The first analysis starts with the evaluation of the results obtained over the CONUS region using Figs. 4 and 5. Based on more than one year of daily comparisons, Figs. 4(a) and 5(a) show that all microwave precipitation estimation algorithms have bias values close to zero, with a typical variation on the order of ±2.0 mm/day. For the particular case of the MiRS precipitation algorithm, it shows bias values closer to zero, particularly during the May 2009 to September 2009 period, when the rain gauge is used as a precipitation reference [see Fig. 4(a)]. During the same time period, the other precipitation estimation algorithms show a better agreement with respect to the bias resulted from the gauge-radar comparison (solid line). However, when the radar-based precipitation is used as a reference [see Fig. 5(a)], the opposite result is observed. With respect to the correlation, reported in Figs. 4(b) and 5(b), all of the satellite-derived microwave precipitation algorithms have shown similar performance through the comparison period. However, the MWCOMB algorithm has shown higher correlation values during the May 2009 to October 2009 period (warm season), while the MSPPS precipitation algorithm has shown the lowest values during the same period. Moreover, for the same period of time, the MiRS and 3B40RT precipitation algorithms have reported correlation values in between the values reported by the MWCOMB and MSPPS precipitation algorithms. At this point, it is important to recognize the complexity associated with the evaluation of the satellite-based precipitation estimates when observing the statistics values generated from the rain gauge to rain radar comparison (solid lines in Figs. 4 and 5), which are two references commonly used as a ground “truth.” For the particular case of correlation, we note that even the correlation values between these two ground references (rain gauge and rain radar) are rarely above 0.80 while having large variations going from 0.50 to 0.80. In our study, the statistics derived from the comparison between the rain gauge and rain radar observations establish an important reference about the performance of the precipitation estimation algorithms. For example, in the case of the probability of detection results shown in Figs. 4(c) and 5(c), the microwave precipitation
Fig. 6. Time series of the (a) bias, (b) correlation, (c) probability of detection, (d) false alarm rate, (e) Heidke skill score, and (f) rmse for the MiRS and MSPPS precipitation estimation products when compared against the rain gauge observations over South America as part of the IPWG validation/intercomparison. The time series of the statistics is computed over ten-day periods.
Fig. 7. Time series of the (a) bias, (b) correlation, (c) probability of detection, (d) false alarm rate, (e) Heidke skill score, and (f) rmse for the MiRS, 3B40RT, MSPPS, and MWCOMB precipitation estimation products when compared against the rain gauge observations over Australia as part of the IPWG validation/intercomparison. The time series of the statistics is computed over ten-day periods.
estimation algorithms have reported the larger probability of detection values during the May 2009 to October 2009 period or after May 2010, with values ranging from 0.45 to 0.65. However, the rain gauge to radar comparison shows that values of probability of detection ranging from 0.70 to 0.80 could be observed for the same period. Continuing our analysis, from the probability of detection results shown in Figs. 4(c) and 5(c), it has been observed that, during the May 2009 to October 2009 period (warm season), the 3B40RT and the MWCOMB precipitation algorithms have shown the best probability of detection, followed by the MSPPS and MiRS precipitation algorithms. The better performance of the probability of detection observed for the 3B40RT and MWCOMB precipitation algorithms is related to the larger temporal and spatial coverage associated with these algorithms, which, in turn, is due to the use of a larger number of sensors employed to generate the daily precipitation composites. As described in Table II, the 3B40RT and MWCOMB precipitation algorithms utilized four and eight microwave sensors, respectively, to generate the daily precipitation composites. On the other hand, the MSPPS and MiRS precipitation estimation algorithms use only two and three microwave sensors, respectively.

Another parameter that has been used to evaluate the performance of the microwave precipitation algorithms is the false alarm rate. The results found in Figs. 4(d) and 5(d) show that larger values of the false alarm rate are consistently observed for the 3B40RT precipitation algorithm, while the lowest values are observed for the MiRS precipitation algorithm, with values no larger than 0.07. This latter result in conjunction with the probability of detection results leads us to conclude that the precipitation estimation algorithms with the better capabilities to detect rainy conditions are also the ones that report larger false alarms. At the same time, when analyzing the Heidke skill score from the results shown in Figs. 4(e) and 5(e), it is observed that the MiRS precipitation algorithm performance is comparable to the other precipitation algorithms, particularly during the winter season. Finally, when analyzing the rmse values obtained during the comparison period shown in Figs. 4(f) and 5(f), it is observed that most of the precipitation algorithms, including the MiRS algorithm, have values varying from 2.0 to about 10.0 mm/day. Those values are in good agreement with respect to the rmse values corresponding to the rain gauge to rain radar comparison. On the other hand, the rmse values corresponding to the MSPPS precipitation estimation algorithm have consistently shown the largest rmse values, particularly over the April 2009 to October 2009 period and after April 2010, with values approximately varying from 10.0 to 15.0 mm/day.

2) Assessment Over the South American Region: The second region where the MiRS precipitation algorithm is being evaluated routinely is over South America. Over this region, the MSPPS precipitation algorithm is also being evaluated. From the results shown in Fig. 6(a), which are based on the daily comparisons performed for more than one year, it is possible to observe that bias values close to 0 mm/day have been reported, with the MiRS precipitation algorithm generally showing the closer values to 0 mm/day around April 2009, and from October 2009 to April 2010. On the other hand, with values varying from 0.30 to 0.50, the correlation of the MiRS precipitation has consistently shown larger values than the ones observed for the MSPPS precipitation, as reported in Fig. 6(b). It is important to notice that the correlation values reported over South America are slightly (0.1) less than the ones observed over the CONUS region. This is mainly related to the lower spatial coverage of the rain gauges deployed over South America, to the different rain gauge quality control considered over this region and to the different nature of precipitation regimes observed in South America with respect to the CONUS region.

For the probability of detection shown in Fig. 6(c), a clear seasonal dependence is observed by noticing that the lowest detection values occur during the June 2009 to August 2009 period (winter season), while the largest probabilities of detection occur about April 2009 and from October 2009 to April 2010 (warm season). From March 2009 to May 2009, the MSPPS algorithm has shown probabilities of detection larger than the ones observed for the MiRS algorithm by approximately 0.05. However, the results reported in Fig. 6(c) show that the MiRS and MSPPS precipitation algorithms have, in general, similar probability of detection, with the largest values being close to 0.60 and the lowest values near 0.30. With respect to the false alarm rate shown in Fig. 6(d), a seasonal dependence is also observed. For instance, the lowest false alarms occur during the winter season, while the largest false alarms occur during the warm season. The MiRS and MSPPS precipitation algorithms show very similar false alarm rate values that practically overlap one another. During the March 2009 to May 2009 period, the major false alarm differences are found, with the MiRS as the algorithm showing the lowest false alarms for this period. Notice that that this is the same period of time where the largest differences in the probability of detection have been detected. On the other hand, when comparing the false alarm rate values found over South America with respect to the ones obtained over CONUS, a difference of about 0.05 is observed, particularly over the warm season.

The Heidke skill score performance of the MiRS and MSPPS precipitation algorithms is shown in Fig. 6(e). Both precipitation algorithms have shown similar capabilities to correctly estimate precipitating conditions. This is a similar observation obtained when analyzing the performance of the MiRS and MSPPS precipitation algorithms over the CONUS region. On the other hand, in Fig. 6(f), it is clear that the MSPPS precipitation algorithm has larger rmse values than those seen for the MiRS precipitation algorithm, particularly over the warm season. The differences in the rmse values found between the MSPPS and MiRS algorithms are consistently on the order of 5.0 mm/day or more. The large rmse values associated with the MSPPS algorithm are a consistent result that has also been found in the comparisons carried out over the CONUS region.

3) Assessment Over the Australian Region: The third region under analysis is the Australian region. As in the other region cases, the results related to this region are shown in Fig. 7 in the form of time series of statistics. Over Australia, the MiRS, MSPPS, MWCOMB, and 3B40RT precipitation algorithms are the satellite-based microwave algorithms that have been validated on a daily basis for more than one year.
The first parameter to analyze in this validation/comparison is the bias. As observed in Fig. 7(a), this parameter shows values consistently close to 0 mm/day for all precipitation algorithms, particularly from April to October 2009 (winter season). With respect to the correlation values reported in Fig. 7(b), all of the microwave-based precipitation algorithms show a low correlation performance from April 2009 to October 2009 and from April 2010 to June 2010. This interval corresponds to the same time when the bias has consistently reported the lowest bias values for all precipitation algorithms. From the results shown in Fig. 7(b), the MiRS precipitation algorithm reports a comparable correlation performance than the one observed for the 3B40RT and MWCOMB algorithms. The low correlation values observed for the MiRS and MSPPS precipitation algorithms around the beginning of 2009 are associated with the fact that, for several days, no rainfall was produced by the precipitation algorithms during this period of time.

In Fig. 7(c), the probability of detection performance is reported. In this figure, a clear seasonal dependence is observed in all precipitation algorithms. For instance, the lowest values of probability of detection are around 0.20 near the peak of the winter season (about July 2009), while values near 0.50 are reported close to the peak of the warm season (January 2009 and 2010). In the case of the false alarm rate performance shown in Fig. 7(d), small and steady values have been observed during the April 2009 to September 2009 period (winter season), while large and variable values are found during the October 2009 to March 2010 period (warm season). The seasonal dependence observed in the performance of the false alarm rate and probability of detection is in agreement with respect to the results found over the CONUS and South American regions. Fig. 7(d) shows that the magnitude of the false alarm rate values is, in most of the cases, lower than 0.1, with the MiRS precipitation algorithm generally showing similar results to the 3B40RT and MWCOMB algorithms.

The Heidke skill score results reported in Fig. 7(e) shows that the precipitation algorithms have similar performance characteristics, including the seasonal dependence. The major differences in the Heidke skill score are observed at the beginning of 2009, where the MiRS and MSPPS precipitation algorithms show low Heidke skill score values. This result is related to the lack of rainfall produced by these algorithms during this time period. On the other hand, Fig. 7(f) shows that the larger rmse values occur during the October 2009 to March 2010 period (warm season), while the lowest rmse values occur during the April to September 2009 period (winter season). The MiRS precipitation has consistently shown comparable rmse values with respect to the 3B40RT and MWCOMB precipitation estimates. The magnitude of the rmse values of the MiRS precipitation estimate that has been observed over Australia is in agreement with the rmse values observed over the CONUS and South American regions.

In general, after analyzing the performance of the MiRS precipitation estimation algorithm over three regions located at different latitudes and over different seasons against the rain gauge and rain radar observations, the MiRS precipitation algorithm has shown similar capabilities to other satellite-based microwave precipitation estimation algorithms, including the MWCOMB, 3B40RT, and MSPPS precipitation algorithms. As observed in other satellite-based microwave precipitation algorithms, the MiRS precipitation algorithm has shown a better performance in detecting light precipitation that are more typical during the winter seasons, particularly over the land surfaces, where a small brightness temperature contrast is observed at the microwave emission channels. The low false alarm rate and relatively low detection rate of the MiRS precipitation algorithm in the warm season are a known and expected feature. In part, this feature is explained by the low resolution (about 50 km) of the MiRS precipitation estimates, which reduces the detection of high precipitation that are particularly observed over precipitation systems with small features, like thunderstorms, during the warm season. The MiRS precipitation has also shown one of the lowest bias values and lowest magnitudes of rmse values, as well as high correlation values, particularly over the warm season.

In the comparisons presented throughout Section IV-C, the impact of the different number of sensors used to compute the daily precipitation composite estimates must be accounted for. In this respect, the better general performance shown by the 3B40RT or MWCOMB algorithm with respect to the MiRS and MSPPS algorithms is partially due to the better spatial and temporal coverage associated with those algorithms, which process more satellite sensors. This condition could possibly explain the large rmse values reported by the MSPPS algorithm, which uses only two sensors to determine the daily precipitation composite estimates.

D. Assessment Using the Monthly MSPPS Precipitation Composite Estimate

Although an extensive comparison between the performance of the MiRS and MSPPS precipitation estimates has been presented in Section IV-C, in this section, a further assessment of the MiRS precipitation has been carried out using the MSPPS global monthly precipitation composite product. This type of comparison is performed on a regular basis in order to observe seasonal and/or climatic features. In addition, by observing the monthly precipitation composite, a more clear detection of some characteristics of the MiRS precipitation estimate is allowed due to the reduction of the high temporal variability of the precipitation. The MiRS is expected to gradually replace the MSPPS system in the next years. Therefore, it is important to compare the performance of both systems. Currently, the MSPPS is being applied operational to several satellites, including NOAA-15, NOAA-16, NOAA-17, NOAA-18, NOAA-19, and Metop-A.

Fig. 8 shows the comparison between the MiRS and MSPPS global monthly rainfall rate composite corresponding to September and October 2009. These results were generated based on observations from the AMSU and MHS sensors onboard the NOAA-18 and Metop-A satellites. The composites shown in Fig. 8 are generated at 1° resolution. The original resolution of the MiRS rainfall rate is that of the AMSU sensor (~50 km), while the original resolution of the MSPPS rainfall
rate products is that of the MHS sensor (~15 km). In Fig. 8, it is observed that, in general, the MiRS and MSSPS precipitation algorithms retrieve precipitation over similar regions, but the MSPPS algorithm tends to estimate higher rainfall rate values than the MiRS precipitation algorithm, especially over the tropics. Information about the positive bias of the MSPPS precipitation has been reported previously in [4], when compared against the rain gauge analysis on the monthly time scale.

In Fig. 8, persistent false alarms at the sea-ice edges are clearly observed in the MSPPS precipitation. This is due to the mixed signal in the brightness temperatures for which the MSPPS precipitation algorithm is not trained. On the other hand, the MiRS precipitation shows a significant reduction in the false alarms at the sea-ice edges. This important property of the MiRS precipitation is associated with the capability of the MiRS to distinguish properly between land, ocean, sea-ice, and snow surfaces. Since the MiRS directly incorporates the emissivity spectrum as part of the retrieved state vector, it is able to explicitly account for the mixed surface signal (instead of using the atmospheric parameters). This property makes the MiRS precipitation a more efficient and reliable product over the sea-ice edges as compared to the MSPPS precipitation.

E. Assessment Using Frequency Distribution Histograms of the TRMM-2A12 and WRF Hydrometeors

In this section, additional information about the characteristics of the hydrometeors retrieved by the MiRS is presented. Figs. 9–11 show a comparison of the frequency distribution histograms of the MiRS CLWP, RWP, IWP, and rainfall rate versus the TRMM-2A12 version 6.0 and WRF model Version 3.1 hydrometeors derived over tropical ocean and land surfaces. The MiRS and TRMM-2A12 results are based on one year of temporal and spatial collocations performed between the NOAA-18 AMSU/MHS and the TMI. The WRF results are based on separate simulations performed over the tropics using the Goddard Cumulus Ensemble [38] as the cloud resolving model. The WRF and TRMM-2A12 hydrometeors were spatially averaged to the resolution of the MiRS hydrometeor products (i.e., approximately 50 km). Results related to the ability of the WRF to produce hydrometeors are reported in

Fig. 8. 1° resolution global monthly rainfall rate composite products given in millimeters per hour corresponding to (a) MiRS NOAA-18 for September 2009, (b) MiRS Metop-A for October 2009, (c) MSPPS NOAA-18 for September 2009, and (d) MSPPS Metop-A for October 2009.
Fig. 9. Frequency distribution histograms of (a) RWP, (b) IWP, and (c) CLWP greater than zero over the ocean, derived from the MiRS, TRMM-2A12, and WRF model.

Fig. 10. Frequency distribution histograms of (a) RWP and (b) IWP greater than zero over the land, derived from the MiRS, TRMM-2A12, and WRF model.

Figs. 9 and 10 show that the MiRS RWP has a similar frequency distribution with the WRF RWP over the ocean and land. For both surface types, the MiRS RWP shows a decrease in frequency distribution for RWP values approximately varying between 0.01 and 0.03 mm. Compared to the MiRS and WRF RWP histograms, the TRMM-2A12 RWP shows lower frequency distribution values for RWP less than 0.01 mm but consistently larger frequency distribution values for RWP greater than 0.01 mm over the ocean and land. In the case of the IWP over the ocean, the MiRS IWP shows a good agreement with respect to the WRF IWP for IWP values that are less than 0.03 mm. Over land, the MiRS IWP has a better agreement with respect to the TRMM-2A12 IWP for IWP values above 0.03 mm. As observed with the MiRS RWP, the MiRS IWP has a decrease in the frequency distribution for IWP values varying between 0.01 and 0.03 mm. Since the MiRS simultaneously
retrieves a set of atmospheric and surface parameters, it is possible that, in situations where the precipitation signal is weak (e.g., light rain), the MiRS is able to find a physical solution solely by varying the geophysical state vector in the first attempt of the 1-DVAR (including the absorption effects of CLW) without accounting for the absorption and scattering effects associated with larger hydrometeors (rain and ice water) that are retrieved in the second attempt of the MiRS. This could explain the decrease in the frequency distribution of the MiRS RWP and IWP for the 0.01–0.03-mm range that is associated with weaker precipitation signals. With respect to the CLWP, Fig. 9(c) shows that the MiRS CLWP tends to have lower frequency distribution values than WRF and TRMM-2A12 for CLWP values below 0.03 mm but consistently larger values for CLWP values greater than 0.05 mm.

Fig. 11 shows the frequency distribution of the MiRS, WRF, and TRMM-2A12 rainfall rates over the ocean and land for cases where the rainfall rate is greater than 0 mm/h. In Fig. 11(a), it is observed that the frequency distribution of the MiRS rainfall rate over the ocean is significantly lower than both TRMM and WRF for rain rate values less than 0.25 mm/h. Based on the values of the regression coefficients reported in (4) that are used for the estimation of the MiRS rainfall rate over the ocean, it is found that this performance is related to the low frequency distribution values of RWP and IWP retrieved by the MiRS mainly over the 0.01–0.03-mm range, as can be verified from Fig. 9(a) and (b). As shown in Fig. 11(b), over land, a similar situation is observed by noticing that the MiRS rainfall rate frequency distribution decreases for rain rate values below 0.75 mm/h. In this case, the effect of the MiRS retrieving less rain and ice water between 0.01 and 0.03 mm is extended to 0.75 mm/h due to the large RWP and IWP regression coefficients used for the estimation of the precipitation over land, as can be verified from (5). From the results shown in Fig. 11(a), it is observed that, over the ocean, the MiRS estimates larger amounts of rainfall rate than WRF and TRMM-2A12 over the 0.25–1.25-mm/h range. Over land, a similar performance is observed but for rainfall rate values between 0.75 and 2.25 mm/h, as shown in Fig. 11(b). Over the ocean, it is found that the MiRS rainfall rate shows a better agreement with respect to the WRF and TRMM-2A12 rainfall rate frequency distribution for rainfall rate values above 1.25 mm/h. However, the TRMM-2A12 rainfall rate shows consistently large frequencies than the MiRS and WRF for rainfall rate values between 1.75 and 6.75 mm/h. Over land, the rainfall rate distribution of the MiRS agrees much better with the TRMM-2A12 distribution for rainfall rates greater than 2.25 mm/h.

The results presented here show the impact of the quality of the hydrometeors retrieved by the MiRS in the estimation of the rainfall rate. An improvement in the retrieval of the RWP and IWP, particularly in the 0.01–0.03-mm range, is needed to improve the estimation of rainfall rates below 1.0 mm/h over the ocean and below 2.0 mm/h over land. The results also show that, over the ocean, a better agreement over a large range of rainfall rates is found between the MiRS rainfall rate and both TRMM-2A12 and WRF rainfall rates. This result is related to the better capability of the MiRS to retrieve hydrometeors over the ocean (low and nearly stable surface emissivity) than over land (high and variable surface emissivity) from microwave observations.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the development and assessment of a rainfall rate postprocessing relationship that uses hydrometeors, including, CLW, rain water, and ice water derived by the MiRS, to retrieve the surface precipitation rates in millimeters per hour. Since the relationship relies on the hydrometeor products retrieved by the physically based MiRS and not on the sensor-dependent parameters, it is generic to all capable microwave sensors to which the MiRS is being applied.

Through the development of the MiRS precipitation technique and the extensive assessment efforts carried out using rain gauge, ground-based radar observations, and satellite-based microwave precipitation estimates as precipitation references, the capabilities of the MiRS precipitation technique to estimate precipitation over land and ocean surfaces have been presented and evaluated. In general, it has been observed that the MiRS precipitation technique is able to estimate precipitation with similar characteristics to other satellite-based microwave precipitation estimation algorithms. This is noteworthy considering that the MiRS precipitation estimation technique is only one component of the MiRS, which is not merely designed
to retrieve the rainfall rate but to simultaneously retrieve a set of surface and atmospheric parameters, including the emissivity spectrum, skin temperature, water vapor, temperature, and hydrometeor profiles; all of which are consistently retrieved from microwave measurements.

The MiRS precipitation estimation technique has been developed to be applied on current and future sensors and to facilitate its transition from research to operations. Currently, this technique has been successfully applied operationally to several satellite-based microwave sensors, including NOAA-18, NOAA-19, Metop-A AMSU/MHS, and DMSP-F16 and DMSP-F18 SSM/I.

From the comparisons against the rain gauges and rain radar observations over land, it was observed that the performance of the MiRS precipitation is seasonally dependent. In general, the capabilities of the MiRS precipitation technique to detect rainy conditions are better during the warm seasons than during the winter seasons. This result is related to the difficulties associated to the MiRS technique to detect light precipitation that is more common during the winter than in the summer season. Over land, the high and variable surface emissivity makes the microwave emissions as a weak source of information, particularly affecting the estimation of light precipitation. This characteristic is not a property of the MiRS precipitation technique but is a property that has been generally observed in satellite-based microwave precipitation algorithms and that has been consistently reported in previous work [13],[18].

It is important to mention that the reported errors in the satellite precipitation estimates could be larger than their true values because the observation errors in the reference data contribute to the total error, i.e., uncertainties in the reference data themselves may contribute to the decreases in the estimates of the algorithm performance. For example, the actual rmse errors of the precipitation estimates could be slightly smaller, while the correlations could be somewhat higher. In the case of the categorical statistics (probability of detection, false alarm rate, and Heidke skill score), unless the reference data had systematic tendencies to over- or under-detect rainfall, results would probably not change significantly since these metrics are less sensitive to the magnitude of the rainfall.

Finally, efforts are being taken not only to improve the capabilities of the MiRS precipitation algorithm to detect rainy conditions but also to reduce the seasonal dependence of the algorithm. For this purpose, two major efforts are being carried out. One involves the computation of new regression coefficients for different seasons, regions, and cloud types using a similar approach to that used in deriving the coefficients reported in (4) and (5), which would allow the MiRS precipitation estimation technique to respond more dynamically and efficiently to different atmospheric conditions. The other strategy involves the development of a hydrometeor background covariance matrix for the MiRS, stratified by precipitation type, latitude, and season, which could improve the retrieving of hydrometeors over different season and regions. The necessity of an improvement in quality of the MiRS hydrometeors, particularly in the 0.01–0.03-mm range, has been identified, and it is expected to improve the estimation of the rainfall rate below 1.0 mm/h over the ocean and below 2.0 mm/h over land. With these efforts, an enhancement in the performance of the MiRS precipitation technique over different seasons and latitudes is expected.
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